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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Esteban García del Valle Gómez has contributed to the dictionary with 31 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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alhuate
alhuate is incorrectly written and should be written as "Alhuate or alguate" being its meaning:<br>Alhuate is the Lint of
leaves or fruit of some plants.Alguate is rather annoying, as something that has gotten us into the eye.Also in Mexico is
told to the spines of some cacti and cactus.Section Alhuate small town of Mexico with 89 inhabitants, in the State of
Sinaloa.

antonimo de estadio
There are antonyms of stadium. The word stadium can mean several cosa:recinto with bleachers for spectators public
place of 125 geometric steps, which served to exercise horses in the race. Formerly it served also to exercise men in
racing and in the fights.Distance or length of 125 geometric steps.Stage or phase of a process, development or
transformation.Special period of the three seen in febrile accesses.

bering
Bering refers to a nickname of the discoverer of the Strait of the same name. Historically, the most prominent person
with this name was Vitus Jonassen Bering, who was an officer in the service of Russia, born in Denmark, he discovered
the Bering Strait.

capsula de porcelana
capsule of porcelain is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Porcelain capsule" being its
meaning:<br>Instrument laboratory which serves to contain liquids.Capsule of porcelain is also used to heat substances
since it resists high temperatures.

celularidad linfoide
lymphoid cellularity is incorrectly written and should be written as "Celuridad lymphoid" being its meaning:<br>Celuridad
( does not exist in the DRAE ) Lymphoid ( if exists in the DRAE. Meaning: Status of a tissue, in this case the lymphatic,
depending on the number of its constituent cells.

chatanates
chatanates is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chatanate" as meaning:<br>Plural Chatanates of Chatanate
or area of palma, is a basket made of palm leaves, where offerings are made to the dead, in the rites of Mexico. It is of
pre-Hispanic origin and the chatanates are placed on the sides of the altar of offerings.

colli
Colli means grandfather, elder in the nahuatl language, which is a language that is spoken in Mexico by a million and a
half inhabitants.

conara
CONARA is a small town located in the Central North of Tasmania, located approximately 51 kilometers to the South of
Launceston. In the 2011 Census, CONARA had a population of 424 inhabitants.

contismo
Contismo is an accounting science initiated by the French Degranges in 1795, to carry the books and is one of the top
accounting schools in history.



denta
denta is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Denta" being its meaning:<br>The word denta, without an accent
does not exist in the DRAE.The word denta, accent, is the 2nd person singular ( vos ) the affirmative imperative of verb
Pinking.Pinking form teeth, sierra sickle, cuhcillos, etc.

gyred
Past participle of the English verb to gyre. Turn in a circle.

kikata
Kikata was an ancient Kingdom in what is now India, mentioned in the Vedas. A tribe which most scholars have located
in Bihar. ( Magadha ).It can also be a name or surname of some African countries.It is also a Japanese word that means
" his coming "

kuikayotl
kuikayotl is incorrectly written, and should be written as "kuikayotl," being its meaning:<br>The word Kuikayotl comes
from the Nahuatl language, which is used in Mexico and Northern Central America. It means music.

lomison
Lomison is an American surname with no translation

maldeorin
maldeorin is incorrectly written and should be written as "Rust evil" being its meaning:<br>Maldeorin is not a word that
we use in our daily language. These are three words wrong, of and rust.Colloquially called bad from orin to those
infections in the urinary tract or cystitis, whose symptoms are quite annoying, still burning when urinating that
distinguishes it.

mesa de mayo
May table or table of the scrub nurse. It is a table of the instrumental but not aid, in which the scrub nurse deposited all
instruments required for a surgical operation.

nota de recordatorio
It is very clear, reminder note, is what we write on paper to have it reminder at any given time.Currently there are many
sets of papers to write these notes and many of them are a mostly yellow and they have a sticky side to paste it onto
any flat surface.

pinacates
The pinacate is a wingless insect, which means without wings, blackish, who lives in damp places.

pochotona
Person sturdy and strong, in reference to the Pochote tree. The pochote whose scientific name is: Pachira quinata, is
from the family of the Malvaceae. To achieve a height of 30 metrosEsta species is found along the Pacific slope.  It is
deciduous, and when it loses its leaves during the dry season and only looking at the grey trunk covered with prickles,
has a unique appearance.  The wood resembles the Cedar bitter (Cedrela odorata ) in its quality and smoothness to
work it and is highly durable.



prestanombres
Strawmen is someone that gives their data to another, so this use in any criminal act, in Exchange for a financial
contribution.

proviosa
proviosa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Oprobiosa" as meaning:<br>The word Proviosa does not exist,
perhaps may be the word Oprobiosa, which causes shame.

que significa netzahualcoyotl
Nezahualcoyotl ( 1402 do 1472 ) It was the monarch ( 41 tlatoani; of the city-state of Texcoco in the old Mexico. As the
power and notably served as poet, scholar and architect. Was born April 28 ( according to other sources, February 4th )
1402 in Texcoco ( currently a municipality of the State of Mexico, ) in the current Mexican Republic and died in 1472.
Son of the 6th Lord of the chichimecas, Ixtlilxochitl and Princess mexica Matlalcihuatzin, a daughter of the Aztec tlatoani
was the Huitzilihuitl, second Lord of Tenochtitlán. At birth, he was assigned the name Acolmiztli ( nahuatl: Acilmiztli, " 34
strong feline;  do )?, but the sad circumstances surrounding his adolescence made to the name change by the
Nezahualcoyotl meaning "coyote who fasts or hungry coyote", meaning fasting as a form of sacrifice.

restadillo
This Word does not exist, is misspelled. The correct word is crackling.

sersionar
sersionar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Section" being its meaning:<br>Sersionar is a word that does
not exist in the DRAE, nor in our common language because it is poorly written.It is said: section, divided into sections.

sinonimo de prescriptivo
synonym for prescriptive is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Prescriptivo" being its meaning:<br>It
prescribes

statable
It is an English word that means " expressible "

tetelque
Another meaning of Tetelque is " 34 astringent; For example: the tannins of the wine, are polymers that give
astringency, bitterness, green fruits, as for example shell banana.

trincar antonimo
cargo antonym is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cargo " being its meaning: < /br >The meaning most
common cargo is stealing. Then there are other meanings, which are not used much in our vocabulary, and seize a
person, drinking alcohol, shred, tie, fasten

willy nilly
Taste and disgustoa diestro and siniestroa locassea and silly as seade any sia maneraporque the good of Diossin ton or
discrecionpor real decretopor real decretoasi sonA as Asia as locoasi because Sihay amount of meanings for willy nilly.

yilbaba



yilbaba is incorrectly written and should be written as "Jilbaba or jilbab" being its meaning:<br>The word yilbaba does
not exist or is wrong pronunciation, which is the safer.  In Arabic it says jilbaba or jilbab.Jilbaba or jilbab is a long dress
of Arab women

zagalillos y zagales
Zagalillo, diminutive of Zagal.Zagal: teenage Assistant pastor


